Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for
Onement
Masters discovered this....will you?

Holly - 1st Harvest

Fields of MO....Harvesting Lavender and Blueberries - Me, Jessie, Annie, (and unseen, Elle)
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What Are You Harvesting?

The New Moon of Holly is exact at 12:55 p.m. Central
Daylight Time on July 28, 2022. Most certainly a time for all of us
across our nation to be fully awake and aware. There is much to be
aware of in the Light of our True Self, especially if we have been
excavators of our inner nature, day in and day out. Have you been to
the Inn of your True Self? It is where you harvest from each and every
day.
Holly presents much for us to consider, especially if we want
to be out of the shadows of our woes and self incrimination, or the
incrimination of everything outside ourselves. The vibration of the
Holly time of year provides us an incredible amount of wisdom, if we
are willing to grasp it and transform anything that spoils the harvest
that is less than we thought we were cultivating.
Holly is one of the Faces of the Divine:

I express creation as the beloved joy of
being.
That becomes one of the essences of the Three Processes we are working on this year:

Passion
*Joy*
Ecstasy
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And, yet, let’s find even more in the power and grace of Holly. I find her quite a teacher and
with the stories I will use in this letter, I hope you will as well. Here are foundational themes of
Holly for all of us to contemplate and evaluate how we have and are using them in our lives.

Love of Self
Self Dominion
Commitment
Creator
Harvester
Yes, I’m going to be a story-teller in this letter. It is personal and I hope it strikes a cord in
you. It is my story. Yet, underneath it, you may find some of your very own stories.
I am just like everyone else: A Striver. I wanted to be good in school, good in sports (loved
to high jump and run races). I was grateful to graduate from high school (and honored when I could
finally go to college). I wanted to be the perfect wife and mother. Above all, to be the devoted
Christian and know God to the very core of my being, my daily living, and to server others in the
name of that God. I wanted to be kind and caring (and found I could not do that 24-7). I wanted to
be free from financial worries, loved deeply by my husband, and “seen,” at the deeper roots of me,
by others. Life happened.
Oh yes, the devotion to God never left..it has changed through incredible levels of awareness
and a deeper knowing of the meaning of the essence of God has developed over my lifetime. Other
realities had to be met in my life that took on the shape-shifting and mind-blowing excursions of lifealtering changes. I had to go through hell to rise to a bliss I cannot fully explain However, I can
offer a blueprint for others to explore....if they will take the chance, use their courage, and excavate
even more deeply than ever before.
My steps to “awakening” began in the late 60's and early 70's and has only expanded since
then. I was married to my first husband and learning that I was not loved, seen, nor recognized for
what I offered, and what I strove to provide as wife and mother. I dipped into sadness, loneliness,
and yet the strength to persevere in caring for children, home, and figuring out what “he” needed to
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be happy. I prayed, and dove deeper in to a Christian (not Christian) belief that it was up to me to
be kind, better, and best. I drifted more and more into loneliness while at the same time into an
inner strength, an inner fighter (my soul). My guardians were guiding me. The “God” of my
knowing was prompting me (even if I denied it).
My studies in college were happening and I turned them toward psychology. At the same
time, psychic studies in ministry were occurring. My Christian church was not providing me what
I needed and I and a friend dipped our toes into a metaphysical Christian church. This was the
beginning of a new birth. Sacredness and Psychology coming together. Wisdom offering a hand,
if I would take it. This church was not offering the push of sin, but the insight of love. This church
was turning the wisdom inside out and outside in. There was an extreme message to grasp, chew
on, swallow, absorb, and use.

YOU CREATE YOUR OWN REALITY!
This theme held my attention. It was a “hit in the head.” How could that be? I read many
books from the masters of this church. Particularly, Catherine Ponder, as well as Charles and Myrtle
Fillmore (the founders of Unity). The Fillmore’s were Transcendentalists, and continued the
philosophy that Divinity pervades everything, human, nature, everything seen and unseen.
The message, “Your create your own reality,” stuck with me. I began to search within me
more about my life’s condition. How could it be that I had created the reality I was experiencing?
Could I change it? The search began. I was 24 years old, three children (eventually 4) a wanton
husband, feeling incapable, unworthy, unloved, unintelligent...... By this time I was fully into
meditation, willing to listen to my guardians rather than dismiss them, and most of all wanting to
know if I could truly understand me enough to change my life. I can absolutely tell you that it did
not take me a short amount of time to make discoveries, do the internal healing, and reap the
rewards. I can tell you that I uncovered me (and am still uncovering me) and the exploration proved
challenging and ultimately phenomenally rewarding.
The inner research transformed and transmuted my life. I was able to do the inner child
search and know what “Kathy” had taken on via parents, siblings, aunts and uncles, teachers and
peers, priests, ministers, the environment of an orphanage where I spent part of my childhood, and
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society as well. I grew up (and am still maturing). I learned that the outer reality of my experience
I created by the inner reality I used as a creator. I drew unto myself the people, circumstances, and
events that either helped me see my woes or realize my strengths. I also learned that the Yin and
Yang are not always a challenge or a reward but a life of exploration, experiences, learning and
balancing. I learned that NOTHING outside of me exists that I didn’t create myself. Some I
absolutely learned from the psychological makeup of my life, the beliefs I took on, and the lack of
understanding the reality. I also learned (much later as my excursion of self awareness journey and
the union with Malachi-Mohad) that the essence of my Soul created many challenges as well as
rewards to offer growth in this incarnation. Through the advancement of Spiritual/Mystical
experience, the truer reality of You Create Your Own Reality has provided me Grace and the
wisdom to change circumstances quickly, or live within the journey with Grace holding my heartmind in the center of the storm.

The realm of Holly provides us much to use in this field of Self Awareness and
continued Self Transformation.
We know that during her time we also celebrate the first harvest of the year.
The Celtic Festival is called Lughnassadh or Lammas: The Feast of August.
This is surely a time to reap from the Earth what we have planted and grown. However, with
the essence of Holly calling us to Self Dominion through the Universal Law, it is a call for us to take
a dive into revealing to ourselves what we are reaping from the reality we have created by the inner
dialogue, growth of inner messages long held from our teachings of life as we have lived. Have we
worked to change any falsehoods? Have we pulled the old roots out and planted new seeds each
year? Or do we just keep re-seeding the same old beliefs and falsehoods?
Is our Dominion what we want? Look at your life right now. What you are experiencing is
your Dominion. You have created it. Is I what you want? Do you want to cultivate the seeds of this
Harvest? Do you want new seeds?
When I first entered the realm of learning how I had created my own reality, I was diving
more and more into the realm of psychology and the metaphysical world (I had not yet entered the
Transpersonal and mystical realms; though I worked with guardians of these realms, I still separated
myself from knowing we co-existed, and thus worked more as a psychic rather than a spiritual
counsel). I had not, as yet, taken on Self Dominion. I could easily give myself to the will of another,
particularly the demands of my husband. Then, in 1973, just before I turned 30, my will power
strengthened and I realized that creating my own reality meant that I had to move on without him,
make a life for my children and self, and know that I could. I told him to leave. I stood up with
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strength, spiritual fortitude, and also with human concerns, and worries. He chose not to support
his children (until court ordered). I chose not to be deterred, found a job, and used an inner fortitude
and faith that today I could say was a Holly experience: “Stand up and be recognized.”
I had to know myself, not let the inner workings of my past drive me. I had to listen for the
inner realm of old dialogues and realize when they took the helm. Any time they did, I struggled.
I struggled financially. I struggled with worthiness, mothering, talent, etc. Back to work I would
go....Within! (Because I knew that was where the culprit of my reality was.) How was I creating
the challenge and how could I create a difference? I would understand the old messages, old training
by parents, life styles of growing up, messages of dorm-parents of the orphanage, grandparents, a
particular aunt. I would remember a refrain my father often said about all of us kids, “You are
Stupid! You will amount to nothing.” Ah, the memories, the inner dialogue, the emotional
belief....they were fine-tuning my creations. Not going to let them!
I worked to fine-tune my inner self. Over, and over, and over again (and in truth, I still do...it
is a life-time journey). When I found I was lost in a sea of financial struggle, I went back to, “I
create my own reality!” How? Why? And what caused this struggle? I would discover the fears
of childhood, “We don’t have enough,” “Wear this piece of cardboard in your shoe until we can
afford another pair,” “No clothes until Fall.” When I would find that I wasn’t paid as much as I
deserved at a job I went back to the Why? What? And How can I be paid more? Again, “How am
I creating this reality?” The answer was swift, and another message remembered: “You work for
someone else. They dictate what you are to receive, ask for no more than that. Be satisfied, at least
you have a job.”
Oh No! I was growing in sacred wisdom, in transpersonal psychology, and in mysticism.
I knew I had to take command of another truth. I CREATE MY OWN REALITY! I chose to change
my inner self to have the outer reality change. I did it. I went from a reality of a small paying job
to being one of two highest paid women in San Diego working as Administrative Assistants for
Presidents of corporations. As time went on, I also was fully involved in my higher education
spiritually, Malachi had entered my world, and the inner voice of my Soul was directing the next
step of my journey....leave the corporate world and enter a world of spiritual service. ARE YOU
CRAZY?

The Divine Speaks – I Say Yes!
Act of Faith!
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I still had children to raise, a home to take care of. Oh, I did have a new husband, and
because I had worked on the inner reality of how I had created the first harmful relationship, I was
blessed with a loving partner and we had to jointly bring in the financial reality to take care of
everything. Well, my comeuppance was to occur. Another teaching in the financial arena. I said,
“Yes,” to the God that asked and Malachi who was the teacher. I asked for help. Many of you know
the story that I asked to be shown that I could have a two week backlog of clients and know that it
was okay to earn money spiritually. I got the two weeks. I had faith and quit. Two weeks later, I
had no one. I realized I got what I asked for. I had another dialogue with God. I have been working
ever since. That is nearly 40 years now. I also learned that the message of not earning money
because you are in spiritual service is another false belief. Malachi chuckled with me reminding me
that others in service were always given food, clothing, a home to live in, and a way to travel
about...it just looked different than in the evolution of our time.
Each time I have made a change in my life I have had some hitch of awareness to use the
mirror of truth. Do I know I am creating my own reality? Sometimes it looks quite strange. Why
this reality? Why did my wonderful 2nd husband have to die so young? Why did I have to go into
my future and elder years alone? Oh, I didn’t, a 3rd husband came into my life. We played in the
field of cruises over the ocean. We laughed and picked ourselves up out of California and moved
to Colorado feeling the strength to do so and the belief of living our lives there with more traveling
and fun. Oops, his health turned and so did mine. What? You create your own reality? Go piss
on a rug!
Six years later his health turning worse and dementia cutting a wall between our joy and
strength; and worry caused another change. A move to Missouri to be near my daughter for help,
love and support. You create your own reality! I know, I know! How did I do this? Soul journey
and the mystery unfolds as the gifts unfold with it.
I do know. And during this time of Holly, I am so extremely grateful that I do know. Some
of the times the reality seems absolutely what I would not create. At this time of my life my own
health calls for attention, again. I created that? Cut my throat (thyroid to be removed)? I created
that? YES! It is a soul choice; a juncture in the path of my journeys through the human realm, the
exploration of matter. I could cry (I have) and lament forever (I won’t). I move to understanding,
to listening within. Will I create a worsening reality by thinking that “something out there” is
screwing my life up, stopping me exploration, or.....whatever? NO I WON’T. I dip into my inner
self and use Self Dominion, Commitment to my journey and my spiritual intentions, fulfill the
desires to continue to serve, create, enjoy, and play in life. I absolutely understand that this can only
happen with Ecstasy, Joy, and Passion if I know what is going on in my inner being for NOTHING,
absolutely NOTHING, is creating this outside of myself.
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End of my story. Back to Holly’s gift to all of us. This is a field of energy we can use to
brighten our personal Light! It is time to remember:

Holly is one of the Faces of the Divine: I express creation as the beloved joy of being.

As we recall this Divine reality and know it is within us, this is the power of JOY! The Joy
of expressing creation in states of “beingness” that each one of us create. First it is the YOU of
YOU. Next, it is the you that you want to create. That is many things, perhaps.
Your:
i
i
i

Personality (that is yours not someone else’s)
Your desires, dreams, and wishes
Your manifestations

How do we do this with the gift of Holly? Yes, we realize we are the Creator Creating our
own reality all the time. Next, we use another ray of consciousness strong in the vibration of Holly.
It is called “commitment.” We can first be committed to dive into self and understand how we have
created our present reality. Is it what we want? Is it a journey that needs to be experienced for a soul
purpose? Is it changeable? Are we committed to something very important in the frequency of
Holly: To Love Self in order to love any thing or anyone else? (That is truly a deep and thorough
question to ask by feeling what is going on in your subconscious and allowing only truth to prevail).
Are we committed to the outcome of what we are wanting to create or are we impatient? Are we
willing to change the course and commit to a new one when we discover that we might be following
a worn out path based on what we think must be the right way? Recall, I had to struggle a bit to
change a job because of an old dialogue. But I used the knowing that, “I create my own reality.”
Holly asks of us to live life in joy, passion, and ecstasy. If we are shackled by the dungeon
of our subconscious, I can assure you we won’t. However, when we unshackle ourselves by tackling
the world of our old and outdated dialogues, inner beliefs, and even beliefs we have created by our
spiritual training, we can enter the realm of how we create our own reality and truly be The Divine
Face saying: I express creations as the beloved joy of being!
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What I often say to myself and ask you to offer as a question to you when you are in states
of discomfort, agitation, wanting and not getting, “Do you recall that you created this reality? Are
you ready to create a different reality?” Then I ask myself, “How did I created this reality?” I
ponder, in my internal sanctuary, and may contemplate for several days, until I get an answer. Then,
I return to the truth that I create my reality and thus can change the course of my events. With that,
I use every method I know to change the course of events, improve what is necessary, and in the case
where I discover it is a soul journey to be explored, I find the best course to live in the harmony of
it and to experience and balance the reality as the soul whispers what I am cognitively, humanly,
soul-wise, and spiritually learning. I learn the from the experiences and know more deeply the
God/Goddess within me. As I do this, I do experience the passion to humanly live, experience, and
explore. I experience the joy of the creation and observe the changes. And, yes, I can even move
into the Ecstasy of the Holy Oneness and know without cognitive thoughts or words, the full
honoring of the journey. When I am exploring the simple need to make a change so that I can create,
such as in service for a client, writing, or doing something away from my work, I enter my inner
temple and recall, I Am a Creator Creating and allow the vibrations of a Higher Nature inspire the
me that I call Katherine. I use the Holly nature to love the journey, create with it, and be committed
to see it through.

Suil - the motivating energy of Holly. The Heart Light and Cognitive
awareness that leads us to our Higher Self.
Once we truly gather the wisdom of our inner self and know we Create Our
Own Reality, we begin to use the Law of Regeneration and transform. All
levels of consciousness begin to align with the knowing of our True Self.
This is powerful.
It is filled with compassion, understanding, healing, and miracles. The
word, “miracles” to the human consciousness means, “an extraordinary and
blessed event that in unexplainable by natural or scientific laws.” It is
mostly realized as Divine Intervention. However, when one truly begins
to Self Realize, there is another gift in the realm of the Higher Self. It is the
gift of Knowing! The Joy in the heart leaps with knowing the reality of
the human self is also the soul self, and also the Divine Self. Nothing is separate. All is One. A
loving celebration occurs. In fact, Ecstasy, Joy, and Passion are felt and radiating through the heart,
expressing through the body of physical matter, and lighting up the realm of matter as well as the
realm of nonmatter we call Spirit. We are the Living Light.
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As we realize this, we also utilize the Law of Regeneration in many ways. I return to the
mode of reflecting on who we are, understanding what is going on through our internal messages
since childhood, in the here-and-now as we dance through the field of life and minefield of our
human struggles with war, government policies, women’s rights, financial wavering leading towards
a World-wide inflation, We create our own reality. How do we look at creating the great big picture
of the world and make it our own creation? We do some inner refining, regenerate our higher
selves, and radiate the Living Light. It becomes important to realize we are individuals, and yet we
are everybody. We are the firm matter called Earth and the essence of Non Matter. We as the It of
Allness that is transforming and transmuting at such a level it is recognizable to the human eye, the
human emotions, human body, human ego, human spirit, human soul, and human reality we call
world-wide. We are experiencing it all. We can enter a contemplative place and ask, “How can I
aid in the creation of the New Existence?” And we may hear, “By aiding in breaking it apart.” We
may also hear many other messages. Healing messages or destroying messages. We may hear
messages of “stay the course of your own individuation.” We also may realize we can’t hear a thing
because we have built a wall of, “I can’t.....” and, thus, believe we cannot create a reality that is
different.
Do I struggle with that belief that I can’t change the world? I sure do. However, when I go
inside and ask what can I truly do? I hear the messages... “Be a helper. Share the wisdom of
empowerment. Remind each person who they truly are. Let the knowing be told that the
transmutation is occurring. Hold steady in the heart without criticism but with the energy of Divinity
at the Helm of Love.” Hard to do every day? Damn straight it is. But, I give it my effort. When
successful, I feel the Grace. I feel the Onement. And I remember something.....
This is another story many of you have heard me tell.

Meeting God
I wanted very much to “meet God.” I wanted to connect with this field of consciousness so
I could learn, truly learn how I could serve the Divine and make life better for others as well as
myself and family. Above all, I wanted to serve God. My impression of meeting God also held a
vision of the God of my childhood training–pictures of the White Bearded Ancient Man. I
meditated with the intent to expand my consciousness through a deep meditation and make that
connection. After a period of time, a “miracle” occurred. It was momentary and extraordinarily
phenomenal. The very moment I realized it I was no longer within it. However, the energetic
experience has never left me; and I still have the knowing and feeling of it. This energy of the Holy
of Holy, God, the Universe....whatever name you want to put to the Divine, was a vast, massive field
of energy. It certainly was infinite. It was Pure Love that is not discernible as human love. It was
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nonjudgmental. Absolutely no judgment of anything! It was infinite everything. And yet, It was
nothing. Absolutely Nothing. Yet Everything. The very moment I was aware in my own mind, I
was no longer in the field of that Oneness consciousness. Yet I had the knowing I had touched what
I had been searching for. I also knew that we of the human realm worried way too much. Feared
way too much. Experienced guilt....way too much. Felt less than...yep, way too much. This Infinite
Essence doesn’t care....It is enrapturing us with pure love, is us, is everything, and is experiencing
the Every Thing of Itself in what we see as a multitude of ways, evolutions, and processes. Yet...it
isn’t because it is Allness at Once. As we, the individuated points of energy within IT experience
every point of IT, we are the one who judges, the explorer, the creator, the manifestor, the Yin, the
Yang, the Peace, the War, the meager, and the affluence. We create the reality. We are the
everything exploring the bits and pieces, creating with the bits and pieces, developing with striations
of consciousness that are bits and pieces of the wholeness. It was an amazing experience and it lead
my life into a greater expression of learning how to live this essence. I am still learning, and still
being taught by pieces of this essence: Malachi, the Divine Feminine: WomanSpirit; Archangels,
Saints, Messengers, you, each and everyone of you. All the Oneness in the parts of the Oneness.
Each time I learn, I regenerate aspects of the memory of this Wholeness/Oneness of the Me that is
the We, that is the Oneness. I feel Graced with this knowing and Graced with the blessings that all
of this is teaching me how to take Dominion over this present experience I/We call an incarnation.
I use this to regenerate the higher truth within my personality to change any reality I feel I cannot
bear or simply need to change or am driven to change by the inner voice I call soul.
With Suil, may we all realize we can regenerate our mind, our heart, and our sacred knowing
of our higher self. We can activate self exploration and realize we Create our Own Reality. If we
don’t like what we are experiencing then we need to excavate so we quit harvesting the same old
crops. In fact, we need to quite seeding the same soil, in the same soil-lines, and the same seeds
from the realms of our subconscious silo holding on to old grains of memory that will be tilled and
grown again and again. These memories may be from childhood, teenage time, young adulthood,
or even the very present reality that is here today and gone tomorrow.
Holly and Suil remind us:

We Create Our Own Reality!
What Are You Creating Now?
There is an old song, “If you are happy and you know it, clap your hands!” Well, if you are
not happy, don’t clap your hands. You bring the essence of Yin/Yang together and keep reaping
what you are not happy about. Stop, Pause, and Allow yourself to truly realize your unhappiness
with ANYTHING in your life is a call for a look at your harvest...for what you have is the harvest
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you have reaped from your inner world and right now you can bring light to it and you can transform
it and Regenerate the Higher Quality that also resides within you—Your Divine Self that carries the
greatest quality of creating a new and more rewarding reality!
The Law of Regeneration teaches us something else. The wisdom of learning who we truly
are by regenerating that essence within us; and we know it resides within the Law of Self Dominion,
that each individual must use to become aware of the True Us. We are the Holy One. We are the
Divine. We are the vast, massive field of energy. We are infinite. We are Pure Love that is not
discernible as human love. We are nonjudgmental. Absolutely no judgment of anything! We are
infinite everything. And, we are nothing. We are absolutely Us and We are IT. When we allow
ourselves to realize it, we do take charge of our lives in new ways, create our reality, fumble and rise
again, and stop the flurry of worry (even after we sink into the chaos of worry). We create our reality
to meet the moment, the day, and know we can create a different tomorrow. We don’t just say “We
are One,” we Know we are One and it changes the matrix of our human reality.

So, life has evolved for me. I have learned how I create my own reality. I have created and
harvested and continue to harvest. I have enjoyed being the wife, the mother, the grandmother and
great grandmother, the seeker, the channel, the teacher, the writer, the healer, the healed, the person
who does nothing. I have reaped foul harvests and created and reaped incredibly wonderful harvests.
I am thrilled to plant more seeds in the awareness that I create my own reality. And more than that,
I create my own reality because I Am the Creator Creating!

That Is My Story and I’m Sticking to It!
How about You?

Using the Power of Symbols!
It is time to use the power of symbols to scintillate our three states of consciousness. Do
bring out your deck of cards, The Faces of WomanSpirit, A Celtic Oracle of Avalon. Shuffle
them and release the energy of the past. Bless them and shuffle again to call forth the very
intention you hold within your field of Passion, Joy, and Ecstasy. Then pause in union with
body, heart, and mind where you only find the Oneness of True Spirit. Finally, review the
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questions below and draw a card for each question without turning any card over until all are
pulled. Then turn them and review what your inner self brings to cognitive consciousness that
will aid unification. Be blessed by your reading. Awen!
1)

Are you willing to realize you are the creator of your own reality?

2)

What are you ready to see within yourself that is the old reaper that continues to
help you remain in patterns of wanting rather than having?

3)

Are you ready to excavate your Divine Self?

4)

Are you ready to take the responsibility to create what you really want?

5)

What is the beginning of your New Story of Self Realization?

May the Blessings of Holly and the wisdom of the Universal Laws of Self Dominion and
Regeneration help you undertake the gift of Self Realization through the transformation of
understanding that you create your own reality...not anything or anyone outside yourself. In doing
so, I truly can assure you, you live a life that guides you easier through challenges and more in
balance. Success is seen in a greater measure! May you enjoy the Celtic Festival of Harvest:

Lammas: The Feast of August.
Love and Warm Blessings,
Katherine
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Powers of Onement 2022
Passion - Body
Joy - Heart
Ecstasy - Spirit
All Three are necessary for Onement

Master’s discovered this....are you?

~ Phases of Holly~
New Moon - July 28 12:55 pm CDT
Crescent Moon - Jul 31
First Quarter Moon - Aug 4
Gibbous Moon - Aug 8
Full Moon - Aug 11 - 8:35 pm CDT (Full Sturgeon Moon)
Disseminating - Aug 15
Last Quarter - Aug 20
Balsamic Moon - Aug 23

New Moon of Hazel/Grapevine - Aug 27 - 3:17 am CDT
Please know these are not exact dates, but very close.
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